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ABSTRACT

The relations between most land-surface characteristics and surface heat fluxes are typically
non-linear. Because the ground surface is heterogeneous at all scales, it is important to account
for these non-linear relations. Effective parameters are often applied for that purpose. Steady-
state simulations were used in this paper to thoroughly analyse the effective parameters impact
under a broad range of atmospheric conditions. The effect of different types of aggregating
functions on the accuracy of various effective parameters is also examined. The authors found
that linear averaging of leaf area index and soil water content gives higher latent and lower
sensible heat fluxes than the corresponding flux averaging over all surface types existing in one
square grid. Linear averaging of roughness length under unstable conditions provides higher
latent and lower sensible heat fluxes than flux averaging, whereas under stable conditions gives
higher sensible and lower latent heat fluxes. Non-linear functions result to be more useful than
linear functions to compute the effective value of those parameters which affect the surface heat
fluxes independently of the atmospheric stability (e.g., leaf area index and soil water content,
and unlike roughness length).

1. Introduction general circulation models). Therefore, it is neces-
sary to integrate the effects of spatial variability
to obtain representative surface fluxes at the gridThe surface heat and momentum fluxes, which
resolution of the atmospheric models.provide the coupling between the atmosphere and

The effects of surface inhomogeneities on thethe earth surface, depend not only on atmospheric
atmosphere depend on the horizontal scale ofconditions but also on surface characteristics. The
landscape variation. Shuttleworth (1988) sug-earth surface shows a high spatial variability
gested that for length scales smaller than aboutat all scales, as can be readily appreciated by
10 km, no apparent impact of the surface inhomo-examining soil, vegetation and land-use maps.
geneities can be observed in the atmosphere sinceConsequently, the surface fluxes inherit such high
turbulence is very efficient at mixing the boundaryspatial variability. The resolution of current atmo-
layer. Li and Avissar (1994) illustrated the impactspheric numerical models varies from a few km
of microscale variability of land characteristics(in mesoscale models) up to about 500 km (in
(including soil water content) on the surface heat
fluxes by comparing averaged surface fluxes com-

* Corresponding author: Ernesto Rodrı́guez Camino.
puted from different distributions of land surfaceServicio de Modelización Numérica del Tiempo,
parameters with surface fluxes computed from theInstituto Nacional de Meteorologı́a (INM). Apartado
corresponding distribution means. They found285. 28040 Madrid, Spain

e-mail: e.rodriguez@inm.es that latent heat flux was the most sensitive to
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spatial variability, and that radiative flux emitted represent strongly varying conditions. This is due
to the non-linearity of the relationship betweenby the surface was the least sensitive. They

emphasized the importance of considering the turbulent fluxes and vertical mean profiles. For

instance, the vertical gradient of potential temper-spatial variability of leaf area index, stomatal
conductance, and, in bare land, soil-surface water ature can be positive on average over a large area,

while local fluxes can be in opposite direction duecontent to calculate accurately the surface fluxes.

They also found that the more positively skewed to a local negative gradient of temperature, as
explained, e.g., by Stössel and Claussen (1993).the distribution within the range of land-surface

characteristics that is non-linearly related to the The effects of soil moisture aggregation were estim-

ated by Sellers et al. (1997) and Wood (1997).energy fluxes, the larger the difference between
the energy fluxes computed with the distribution Finally, the impact of using effective land surface

properties in atmospheric models at differentand the corresponding mean. Entekhabi and

Eagleason (1989) also stressed the importance of scales has been studied among many others by
Sellers et al. (1995) using the FIFE-89 data set,spatial variability of soil moisture and precipita-

tion for the parameterization of land-surface by Noilhan and Lacarrere (1995) using the

HAPEX-MOBILHY-1986 data set and byprocesses.
Giorgi (1997a, 1997b) represents the surface Noilhan et al. (1997) using the EFEDA data set.

The so called ‘‘mosaic of tiles’’ approach circum-heterogeneity assuming that surface temperature

and soil water content can be described by con- vents these problems by coupling independently
each land-use patch or ‘‘tile’’ of a grid element totinuous analytical probability density functions

(PDFs), and by integrating relevant non-linear the atmosphere of the model, and patches affect
each other only through the atmosphere. The grid-terms over the appropriate PDF. His choice of

linear symmetric PDFs allows analytical integra- average surface fluxes are obtained in this case by

averaging the surface fluxes over each land-usetions which considerably reduce the computing
time needed for this scheme. With the ‘‘statistical weighted by their fractional area. This approach

was introduced by Avissar and Pielke (1989), anddynamical’’ approach (Avissar, 1992; Famiglietti

and Wood, 1994; Sivapalan and Woods, 1995) adopted by Claussen (1991), Koster and Suarez
(1992) and Decoudré et al. (1993).surface inhomogeneities of vegetation and soil

characteristics vary according to distributions that At characteristic length scales of landscape vari-

ability larger than about 10 km, mesoscale circula-can be approximated by PDFs. Grid-scale average
surface fluxes are explicitly calculated using tions can be generated and affect the entire

boundary layer (André, 1989; Avissar and Pielke,numerical or analytical integration over appro-

priate PDFs. This approach, however, can be 1989; Bougeault et al., 1991; Mahfouf et al., 1987;
Chen and Avissar, 1994a, 1994b; Avissar and Liu,computationally demanding when several land

characteristics need to be represented by PDFs. 1996). At these scales the concept of effective

parameters is no longer valid, because importantEffective (or aggregated) parameters are para-
meters which account for the non-linear effects dynamical processes (including clouds and precip-

itation) take place.explicitly calculated with the statistical dynamical

approach. A few averaging techniques have Because the dependence of surface fluxes on
land characteristics is non-linear, estimates of thealready been proposed to compute effective para-

meters for land processes of atmospheric numer- area averaged fluxes calculated with mean land

characteristics do not yield the same results asical models (Noilhan and Lacarrere, 1995; Wood
and Mason, 1991; Dolman and Blyth, 1997; Sellers those obtained by calculating the fluxes locally

and then averaging them (Li and Avissar, 1994).et al., 1997; Noilhan et al., 1997; Kabat et al.,

1997). For instance, an effective surface roughness Thus, the choice of effective land characteristics,
such as leaf area index or soil water content, ishas been considered by André and Blondin (1986),

Wieringa (1986), Taylor (1987), Mason (1988) and not straightforward.
The objectives of the present study are: (i) toClaussen (1990, 1991) and an effective stomatal

resistance was proposed by Claussen (1990) and estimate the error in surface fluxes over heterogen-

eous terrain when they are computed from meanby Blyth et al. (1993). However, Blyth et al. (1993)
pointed out that parameter aggregation fails to characteristics under different environmental con-
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ditions, assuming landscape scales smaller that the that all land parameters, except the one being
aggregated, are identical in all patches of the gridscale at which mesoscale circulations develop; and

(ii) to propose some alternative non-linear element. If a is the parameter to aggregate, b
j
are

the other N−1 parameters and F̂ the correspond-aggregation algorithms for relevant characteristics.
In Section 2, an overview is presented of the ing 1-dimensional function (F̂(a

f
)=F(a

f
; b

j
, V))

then eq. (4) can be re-writtentreatment of heterogeneity by using effective para-

meters. Section 3 briefly describes the interaction
F̂(a

f
)= ∑

M

i=1
f iF̂(ai ) . (5)soil biosphere atmosphere (ISBA) land-surface

scheme (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) used to
The effective parameter can be computed fromsimulate the surface fluxes with fixed environ-
eq. (5), assuming that F(a) is invertible. Formally,mental conditions. The numerical experiments

conducted with different PDFs and different algo-
a
f
=F−1 C ∑

M

i=1
f i F̂(ai )D . (6)rithms for the computations of the effective para-

meters are presented in Section 4. Finally, results
are discussed separately for fully vegetated and Thus, in summary, to calculate an effective

parameter associated with a surface flux F̂, thebare land cases in Section 5.
following procedure is used:

1. Compute the flux as a function of the para-
2. Parameter aggregation

meter a;
2. Compute the inverse F̂−1 (a);

Parameter aggregation is the averaging algo-
3. Compute a

f
from eq. (6).

rithm used to define effective parameters. Let
Because F̂(a) must be a monotonous function

define f i as the relative area of one of the M land
of the parameter to be aggregated, the above

types within a grid element, Wi the corresponding
procedure is restricted to the ranges of values in

flux from this land type, and W9 the area-averaged
the space of parameters in which its inverse, F̂−1,

flux. If we also define {ai
k
, k=1, .. . , N} as the

exists. The existence is locally assured if
various parameters of a land type i (N being ∂F̂(a)/∂a≠0. If ∂F̂(a)/∂a=0 in some interval of
the total number of parameters), and {a

f
k

,
the parameter range, it implies that F̂ does not

k=1, .. . , N} as the effective parameters of the grid
depend on a and, therefore, the effective parameter

element, then for a given set of environmental
is not relevant to this particular case. The func-

conditions (V) and for each type of land, a flux
tional dependency of the flux on the aggregating

can be expressed as
parameter must be explored to determine the

Wi=F(ai
k
, V), i=1, . . . , M, (1) range of validity of these previous assumptions.

Likewise, this functional dependency should beand the grid-averaged as:
considered under different environmental condi-

W9=F(a
f
k

, V) (2) tions, and under different b
j
.

There is, in principle, one different aggregationwhere F is the same function relating parameters
algorithm for each surface flux (latent, sensibleand fluxes in both expressions.
and radiative) but it is possible that one algorithmIf, however, the area-averaged flux is assumed
is applicable to two or all fluxes. If F̂ is a linearto be equal to the weighted average flux calculated
function of a, then the effective parameter isfrom each land type, then it can also be expressed
simply a

f
=SM

i=1 f iai. If a sufficiently small rangeas:
of values is selected for the parameters, then the

W9= ∑
M

i=1
f iWi . (3) linear approximation can generally be used. In

fact, the entire range of values of the parameter
If both expressions give the same results, then: can always be divided into small enough sub-

ranges, so that a linear approximation can beF(a
f
1

, . . . , a
f
k

, . . . , a
f
N

, V)
applied to calculate the effective parameter within
these subranges.= ∑

M

i=1
f iF(ai

1
, . . . , ai

k
, . . . , ai

N
, V) . (4)

The averaging algorithms for the land surface
parameters should be defined according to theTo estimate the effective parameters, we assume
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dependency of the surface heat fluxes on these the coefficients for restoring and forcing terms as
functions of soil water and soil texture. It has 5parameters, as evident from eq. (6). This depend-

ency, in principle, could change under different prognostic variables: temperature and water con-

tent in a surface layer (about 10 cm deep), meansets of environmental conditions and parameters.
Aggregated parameters are well defined only when diurnal temperature, bulk soil water content in

the entire soil (including the root zone), and thefluxes computed with them give the same results

as fluxes obtained by averaging the contribution amount of liquid water retained in the canopy.
There is no energy budget equation for the canopy.of the different patches in a grid element. If the

concept of effective parameter is extended to all The surface resistance is expressed by the prod-

uct of a minimum resistance and a number ofatmospheric conditions and to all parameters,
then the properties of the surface fluxes computed limiting factors (Jarvis, 1976; Dickinson, 1984;

Jacquemin and Noilhan, 1989; Thompson, 1981)from the effective parameters can be relaxed. Thus,

the averaging algorithm can be selected to minim- depending on environmental conditions (radi-
ation, water stress, vapor pressure deficit and airize the mean error in the calculation of the surface

fluxes with effective parameters. Furthermore, the temperature).

Since the scheme has been already described insurface fluxes must be monotonously dependent
on the parameter to aggregate. In fact, to obtain several publications (Noilhan and Planton, 1989;

Mahfouf and Jacquemin, 1989; Bougeault et al.,the surface heat fluxes, we need to find an interpol-

ating function, A(a), to estimate the effective para- 1991; Braud et al., 1993; Giordani, 1993; Manzi
and Planton, 1994; Noilhan and Lacarrére, 1995),meter, a

f
, for each parameter a:

for brevity, it is not described again here.

a
f
=A−1 CP amax

a
min

r(a)A(a) daD , (7)

4. Numerical experimentP r(a) da=1, (8)

The ISBA scheme was integrated until steady-
which results in a flux similar to that obtained state was reached. Mean temperature and bulk
when the real distribution of a land-surface para- soil water content equations were kept constant
meter, r(a), is used explicitly, and such that the with time and equal to a prescribed atmospheric
difference of surface heat fluxes: temperature and an assigned soil water content,

respectively.
The set of prescribed environmental conditionsP amax

a
min

r(a)F(a; b
j
, V) da−F(a

f
; b

j
, V) , (9)

used here is summarized in Table 1. All possible
combinations of maximum and minimum valuesis minimized when averaged over as many environ-
of solar radiation, terrestrial radiation, wind speed,mental conditions and other land-surface para-
temperature and relative humidity were used.meters as possible. Since A(a) could vary with
Thus, a total of 25=32 possible combinations ofdifferent distributions of land-surface parameters,
conditions were selected.several functions should be evaluated.

Table 2 provides the range of the four most

3. The model
Table 1. Prescribed environmental variables used
for the experimentsThe interaction soil–biosphere–atmosphere

(ISBA) scheme is used in this study. It was
Parameter Units Minimum Maximum

developed by Noilhan and Planton (1989) and
was modified by Bringfelt (1996) and by Giard wind speed m s−1 1.0 6.0

relative humidity % 20 100and Bazile (1997) for its implementation in the
air temperature K 283 303HIRLAM and ARPEGE operational models,
solar radiation W m−2 200 1000respectively.
atmospheric W m−2 250 350

This scheme is derived from the parameteriz-
radiation

ation proposed by Deardorff (1978), expressing
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Table 2. L and-surface parameters used in the ISBA scheme as input to the aggregation algorithm

Parameter Units Minimum Maximum Average

% of sand (s) % 50
% of clay (c) % 50
surface soil water content (SWCs ) m3 m−3 0.0 field capacity
total soil water content (SWCd) m3 m−3 wilting point field capacity
roughness length (z0) m 0.01 2.0
leaf area index (LAI) m2 m−2 0.5 6.0
minimum stomatal resistance (R

s
min

) sm−1 140
radiation transpiration factor (Rst ) W m−2 65
vapor transpiration factor (est ) 0.02
temperature transpiration factor (Tst ) K 298
wetness transpiration factor (Wst ) 1.0
albedo (a) 0.15
emissivity (e) 1.0

Maximum and minimum values are given to the most important parameters for land-surface processes. Averaged
values are given to the parameters which have less impact on land-surface processes.

important land-surface characteristics considered environmental conditions, 42 different values of

the unaggregated parameters and 10 patches ofin our analysis, namely, soil water content (SWC),
roughness length (z0 ), leaf area index (LAI) (in the parameter to aggregate. With the aggregated

parameters, 25×42=512 integrations were per-vegetated land) and soil texture (mainly in bare

land) (Rodrı́guez-Camino and Avissar, 1998). formed. Mean difference and standard deviation
of latent, sensible, and net radiative surface fluxesAverages were used for the other ( less important)

parameters (see (Rodrı́guez-Camino and Avissar, were calculated between the two methods.

A variety of PDFs have been used in the past.1998) for their explanation). SWC was assumed
to vary between wilting point and field capacity. Avissar (1992) uses a Gaussian distribution,

Entekhabi and Eagleson (1989) and FamigliettiThis is because vegetation typically develops

within this interval of SWC. and Wood (1994) a gamma distribution, Avissar
(1993) a lognormal function, and Sivapalan andIntegrations were performed separately for

vegetated terrain and bare land, as the parameters Woods (1995) a polynomial PDF. Six different

PDFs most likely to represent real field conditionscontrolling the surface fluxes are different in these
two cases. In vegetated land, latent and sensible were used in this study (Fig. 1): namely, two

Gaussian centered in different parts of the para-heat flux mostly depend on LAI, SWC in the root

zone and, when the atmospheric surface layer is meter range (3 and 4), two bimodal (one produced
by the addition of two Gaussians (6) and thestable, z0 . On the other hand, in bare land, SWC

in the upper soil layer, soil texture and, also when other produced by the addition of Dirac’s delta

functions centered on the maximum and minimumthe atmospheric surface layer is stable, z0 are the
most important parameters. parameter values (1)), an uniform (2), and one

lognormal (5). The bimodal PDFs mimic theThe parameter selected for aggregation takes 10

possible values, each with a different frequency. existence of two different types of vegetation or
soil conditions. This type of bimodal PDF charac-This can be compared to a grid element, which

has 10 patches of different size, each one with a terizes, e.g., the partioning of the HAPEX-

MOBILHY area into pine forest and agriculturaldifferent fixed parameter. For the other unaggreg-
ated parameters, 4 equidistant values were taken area (Noilhan et al., 1997). The Gaussian and

lognormal PDFs simulate the subgrid-scale vari-between the maximum and minimum values.
Therefore, for each parameter and each PDF, ability found in a single type of land surface.

The uniform distribution implies that all values25×42×10=5120 integrations (assuming 2 other

relevant parameters) were conducted for the com- attributed to a specific land-surface characteristic
are given the same frequency (i.e., p(x)=constant).putation by averaging fluxes, corresponding to 25

Tellus 51A (1999), 3
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Its mean is given by

eM+s2/2=xmin+a(xmax−xmin) , (12)

and its mode is defined as

eM−s2=xmin+b(xmax−xmin) , (13)

where a and b are empirical constants. The values
(a, b) adopted for the lognormal distribution used

here were (0.2, 0.1). This type of distribution
proved to represent quite well the variability of
stomatal conductance in agricultural fields (Naot

et al., 1991; Avissar, 1993).
Fig. 1. Distributions used to represent spatial variability The PDF of a Dirac’s delta distribution,
of the normalized land-surface parameters: (1) bimodal

d(x−m), can be formally considered as a function
distribution obtained by adding two Dirac’s delta distri-

which assigns zero values everywhere except atbutions (represented by two arrows in the graphic) cent-
its center (x=m) where it tends to infinityered at 0 and 1; (2) uniform distribution; (3, 4) Gaussian

distributions centered at 0.4 and 0.6, respectively; (5) (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972):
lognormal distribution (constants a and b are 0.2 and
0.1, respectively. See Section 4 for their definition); and p(x)=d(x−m)=G0 if x≠m

2 if x=m .
(14)

(6) bimodal distribution obtained by adding 2 Gaussian
distributions centered at 0.3 and 0.7.

Different types of interpolating functions were
used to minimized the surface heat flux error

obtained as a result of the fitting procedure (see
Thus, in a frequency graph, it appears as a straight

eq. (9)). They are given in Table 3.
line parallel to the horizontal axis.

Following Mason (1988), Claussen (1991) and
The PDF for a normal distribution is given by:

Noilhan and Lacarrere (1995), the neutral-profile
interpolating function was selected for the rough-

p(x)=
1

sE2p
expC− 1

2 Ax−m

s B2D , (10)
ness length:

where m and s2 are the mean and variance of 1

ln(zb/z0 )2
, (15)

the distribution. The mean values used for the

four Gaussians distributions were 0.2(xmax where the height of the first atmospheric model
−xmin ), 0.4(xmax−xmin ), 0.6(xmax−xmin ) and level, zb , is used instead of the blending height, as
0.8(xmax−xmin ), and their standard deviation was originally proposed by Mason (1988). This is a
0.1(xmax−xmin ). reasonable approximation provided that zb is

The PDF of a lognormal distribution is given sufficiently high. Furthermore, it appears that the
by: system is not sensitive to this parameters, even

when changed by one order of magnitude.
p(x)=

1

sE2px
expC− 1

2 Aln x−M

s B2D , (11) Fig. 2 represents some of the functions used

here to interpolate LAI and SWC: trigonometric,
parabolic and square root. Note, the parabolicwhere M and s are the mean and standard devi-

ation of the normally distributed ‘‘ln x’’ variable. and square root functions are fitted to minimize

Table 3. Interpolating functions used for aggregating diVerent land-surface parameters

Aggregated parameter Linear Trigonometric Parabolic Square root Logarithmic

roughness length (z0) x 1/ln (a/z0 )2
soil water content (SWC) x sin(1

2
px) −0.7x2+1.7x 1.1Ex−0.1x

leaf area index (LAI) x sin(1
2
px) −x2+2x 1.4Ex−0.4x

Tellus 51A (1999), 3
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Table 4. Mean (m) and standard deviation (s) of
diVerences between aggregated and averaged
estimations of sensible heat fluxes (SHF), latent
heat fluxes (L HF) and net radiative fluxes (RF)
calculated with the diVerent distributions of leaf area
index (L AI), total soil water content (SWC

d
) and

roughness length (z0 ) illustrated in Fig. 1

PDF mALAI sALAI mASWC
d

sASWC
d

mA
z
0

sA
z
0

SHF
1 21.3 34.0 21.4 34.9 −36.6 43.0
2 8.2 13.3 8.3 13.8 −9.4 11.7Fig. 2. Interpolating functions used to aggregate leaf
3 0.7 1.7 0.8 1.4 −0.3 2.2area index (LAI) and soil water content: (A) linear [x];
4 0.5 1.9 0.6 1.7 −0.3 2.1(B) trigonometric [sin(1

2
px)]; (C1) parabolic for LAI

5 4.4 10.1 3.3 8.8 −2.6 3.2[−x2+2x]; (C2) parabolic for soil water content
6 4.1 6.8 4.2 7.3 −1.8 3.8[−0.7x2+1.7x]; (D1) square root for LAI

[1.4Ex−0.4x]; (D2) square root for soil water content LHF
[1.1Ex−0.1x]. 1 −23.8 35.5 −24.0 37.6 20.2 31.5

2 −9.0 13.4 −9.3 14.3 5.3 8.6
the standard deviation of latent heat flux obtained 3 −0.8 1.3 −0.9 1.5 0.2 1.3

4 −0.5 2.7 −0.6 1.4 0.2 1.4from the ensemble of atmospheric conditions
5 −5.3 10.1 −3.7 8.9 1.5 2.8and the different values of the unaggregated
6 −4.4 6.8 −4.6 7.0 1.1 2.6parameters.

RF
1 2.6 5.0 2.4 6.2 16.2 16.8
2 1.0 2.0 0.9 2.3 4.1 4.55. Results
3 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.1 1.3
4 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.1 0.8

5.1. Vegetated land 5 0.7 2.5 0.2 3.0 1.1 1.1
6 0.4 1.3 0.4 1.1 0.7 1.6

Table 4 presents the mean and standard devi-

ation of differences between surface heat fluxes Linear interpolating functions were used to compute the
computed with the effective parameters and by effective parameters. The ground was covered with
regular flux averaging. Sign convention for fluxes vegetation. Units are W m−2.
is positive upward. A total of 25×42=512 differ-
ent environmental conditions and values of the
unaggregated parameters was used to calculate between latent heat flux and LAI or SWC, which

presents a strong convexity (see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Lithem. Linear interpolating functions were adopted
to calculate the effective parameters. In general, and Avissar (1994)). The opposite is obtained with

the sensible heat flux, which shows a concavethe differences obtained for the radiative flux are

clearly smaller than those obtained for the latent relation with these parameters. The same pattern
is found with all the distributions considered inand sensible heat fluxes, as was already pointed

out by Li and Avissar (1994). The differences of this study. Table 4 also shows that, in general,

larger surface flux differences appear for distribu-sensible heat flux are slightly more sensitive to
roughness length than are the differences of latent tions centered in lower regions of the parameter

range. This is particularly remarkable for theheat flux. The opposite is found for LAI and SWC.

It is interesting to note the sign of the mean lognormal distribution as compared with the
Gaussians distributions.differences. It is always negative for the latent heat

flux calculated with the effective LAI and the Fig. 3 provides the difference between the two
methods of calculation of the fluxes as a functioneffective SWC. Thus, fluxes computed with effect-

ive parameters are stronger than fluxes computed of latent heat flux and sensible heat flux for the

double Dirac’s delta distribution of z0 (Fig. 3a),by averaging the contribution from different
patches. This is due to the shape of the relation LAI (Fig. 3b) and SWC (Fig. 3c). Each point in
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this figure corresponds to one of the 512 sets of
environmental conditions and unaggregated
parameters.

Fig. 3a shows points mostly distributed in two
quadrants. The points in the upper left quadrant
(positive difference of latent heat flux and negative

difference of sensible heat flux) reflect stable atmo-
spheric conditions, and those in the lower right
quadrant were obtained for unstable atmospheric

conditions. The mean difference between aggreg-
ated and averaged sensible, latent, and radiative
heat fluxes are −36.6, 20.2 and 16.2 W m−2,
respectively. Thus, on average, using an aggregated
roughness length results in an enhancement of
sensible heat flux and a reduction of latent heat

and radiative fluxes. It should be stressed the non
negligible impact of z0 aggregation on radiative
heat flux compared with the corresponding impact

of LAI and SWC aggregations. This fact confirms
that aggregation of z0 not only affects the redis-

tribution of surface heat fluxes but also the whole
surface energy budget.

Fig. 3b presents a similar graph, but for the

aggregation of LAI. Here, most points (including
stable and unstable atmospheric conditions) are
located in the lower right quadrant (negative

difference of latent heat flux and positive difference
of sensible heat flux). The aggregation method
appears to enhance the latent heat flux (mean

difference is −23.8 W m−2) and reduce the sens-
ible heat flux (mean difference is 21.3 W m−2 ).
However, the method has only a minor effect on

the radiative flux (mean difference is 2.6 W m−2).
While the aggregation of LAI only affects directly
the redistribution of surface heat fluxes, it has an

indirect effect on the near-surface variables. Near-
surface air temperature and relative humidity are
significantly affected by the intensity of the sensible

Fig. 3. Aggregated minus averaged difference of latent
and latent heat fluxes, and, as a result, will beheat flux against aggregated minus averaged difference
sensitive to the aggregation method.of sensible heat flux when fluxes are computed from

(a) aggregated roughness length, z0 ; (b) leaf area index, Fig. 3c gives the corresponding graph for the
LAI; and aggregated soil water content, SWC. The aggregation of SWC. Results are generally quite
ground was fully covered by vegetation. Each point rep- similar to those obtained for the aggregation
resents a different set of environmental conditions

of LAI.
(Table 1) and different values of the non-aggregated

The other distributions considered in this studyparameters (Table 2). Square (%) and plus (+) indicate
show a similar pattern but smaller differencesstable and unstable conditions, respectively. PDF 1 was

used for the three parameters. (not shown).
Table 5 provides the mean and standard devi-

ation of differences between surface heat fluxes

computed with various interpolating functions for
the effective LAI and by regular averaging. The
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Table 5. Mean (m) and standard deviation (s) of diVerences between aggregated and averaged estimations
of sensible heat fluxes (SHF), latent heat fluxes (L HF) and radiative fluxes (RF) calculated with diVerent
distributions illustrated in Fig.1 and diVerent interpolating functions (A — linear, B — trigonometric,
C1 — parabolic, D1 — square root) for the leaf area index (L AI)

PDF mALAI sALAI mBLAI sBLAI mC1LAI sC1LAI mD1LAI sD1LAI

SHF 1 21.3 34.0 3.4 17.8 −0.7 16.5 −1.4 16.4
2 8.2 13.3 1.0 7.0 −0.7 6.7 −0.1 6.8
3 0.7 1.7 0.0 1.2 −0.1 1.2 0.1 1.2
4 0.5 1.9 −0.5 2.1 −0.6 2.1 0.2 1.8
5 4.4 10.1 2.7 8.5 1.6 7.7 −1.0 6.7
6 4.1 6.8 −1.0 4.1 −1.9 4.3 0.5 4.0

LHF 1 −23.7 35.5 −4.3 18.5 0.3 17.2 1.0 17.5
2 −9.0 13.4 −1.2 6.8 0.7 6.6 0.0 6.7
3 −0.8 1.3 0.0 0.7 0.2 0.8 −0.1 0.7
4 −0.5 2.7 0.6 2.2 0.7 2.2 −0.2 2.3
5 −5.3 10.1 −3.4 8.2 −2.1 7.0 0.9 5.7
6 −4.4 6.8 1.3 3.7 2.2 3.8 −0.5 3.5

RF 1 2.6 5.0 1.0 3.5 0.6 3.2 0.5 3.2
2 1.0 2.0 0.2 1.5 0.6 1.6 0.2 1.5
3 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7
4 0.0 1.0 −0.1 1.0 −0.1 1.0 0.0 1.0
5 0.7 2.5 0.6 2.3 0.4 2.2 0.1 1.8
6 0.4 1.3 −0.1 1.1 0.0 1.3 0.1 1.2

The ground was covered with vegetation. Units are W m−2.

parabolic (C1) and square root (D1) functions with the uniform distribution. All non-linear func-
tions here used (B, C2 and D2) give again verywere fitted to minimize the standard deviation of

latent heat fluxes obtained with the uniform distri- similar results.
Table 7 gives the results for roughness length.bution (2). Although the adjustment was done

with a single distribution for only one of the fluxes, Only two interpolation function were considered

for this experiment, namely the linear and theimprovement is remarkable for all fluxes and all
distributions. Both mean and standard deviation logarithmic functions. The mean and standard

deviation improve slightly when the logarithmicare significantly reduced when the non-linear

interpolation functions are used. But improvement interpolating function was used. All three lognor-
mal distributions show slight improvement whenis even more noticeable with the uniform and

bimodal distributions (2, 1 and 6). It is interesting the logarithmic interpolating function is applied.

No attempt was made to fit any other type ofto note that fitting the interpolating function of
the most variable heat flux (either latent or sens- non-linear interpolating function because of the

opposite sign of flux differences for stable andible), automatically improves the other. If any of

the Gaussian (3 and 4) or the lognormal (5) unstable atmospheric conditions (Fig. 3a). Fitting
any function for results obtained with stable atmo-distributions are used to characterized the para-

meters variability, interpolating functions B, C1 sphere deteriorates the results with unstable condi-

tions, and vice-versa.and D1 result also in a similar decrease of the
mean and standard deviation of differences.

Table 6 shows that the results for the aggrega-
tion of SWC are very similar to those obtained

5.2. Bare land
for LAI. The parabolic (C2) and square root (D2)

functions were also fitted here to minimize the The two most relevant parameters for this case
are soil-surface water content, which is a pre-standard deviation of latent heat fluxes obtained
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Table 6. Same as Table 5, but for total soil water content and with diVerent interpolating functions (A —
linear, B — trigonometric, C2 — parabolic, D2 — square root)

PDF mASWC
d

sASWC
d

mBSWC
d

sBSWC
d

mC2SWC
d

sC2SWC
d

mD2SWC
d

sD2SWC
d

SHF 1 21.4 34.9 −1.9 21.4 0.4 21.7 −3.0 21.4
2 8.3 13.8 −1.4 8.6 −0.3 8.6 −0.3 8.6
3 0.8 1.4 −0.1 0.9 −0.0 0.9 0.1 0.9
4 0.6 1.7 −0.7 1.7 −0.3 1.5 0.3 1.6
5 3.2 7.8 2.2 8.0 1.5 7.6 −2.0 6.8
6 4.2 7.3 −2.0 4.9 −0.8 4.6 0.6 4.8

LHF 1 −24.0 37.6 −1.9 23.8 −0.6 24.1 3.1 23.8
2 −9.3 14.3 −1.4 9.1 0.2 9.1 0.3 9.1
3 −0.9 1.5 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.9 −0.1 0.9
4 −0.6 1.4 0.8 1.7 0.3 1.4 −0.3 1.4
5 −3.7 8.9 −2.5 7.8 −1.7 7.2 2.3 5.5
6 −4.6 7.0 2.3 4.7 1.0 4.3 −0.6 4.4

RF 1 2.4 6.2 0.2 4.4 0.4 4.6 0.1 4.4
2 0.9 2.3 0.0 1.7 0.1 1.8 0.1 1.8
3 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
4 0.0 0.4 −0.1 0.4 −0.1 0.4 0.0 0.4
5 0.2 3.0 0.1 2.9 0.0 2.8 −0.4 2.6
6 0.4 1.1 −0.2 0.8 −0.1 0.8 0.1 0.9

scribed parameter here, and roughness length. tion, which typically follows the solar radiation
absorbed at the ground surface. Because of theSimilar features are found for the flux differences

when linear interpolation functions are used. SWC frequent fluctuations of this parameter, no attempt

was made to optimize its aggregation using non-shows a very similar behaviour to the fully veget-
ated case, although the magnitude of the differ- linear interpolating functions.
ences are slightly smaller. However, it should be

noted that for roughness length, the mean differ-
ence of sensible and latent heat fluxes reverse their
sign. Although differences under stable and 6. Conclusions
unstable atmospheres behave as in the vegetated
case, those obtained in unstable atmosphere Several studies have emphasized that the rela-

tion between most land-surface parameters andweight more than those obtained in the stable

one. The reason for such change comes probably heat fluxes is non-linear (Avissar, 1992). Thus, not
surprisingly, when a linear function is used tofrom the enhancement of the non-linear depend-

ency of heat fluxes on roughness length in case of aggregate these parameters for the calculation of

mean land-surface heat fluxes, a relatively largeunstability.
Additional tests were also conducted to estimate error can be generated. Fig. 3 show errors as large

as 100 W m−2 for the extreme case of doublethe error associated to the effective texture vari-

ables when linear interpolation functions are used. Dirac’s delta PDF. Errors as large as 40 W m−2
appear when the uniform PDF is used. Here, weDifferences in the case of the effective percentage

of sand were almost negligible, whereas for the showed that using non-linear functions for that

purpose can, in most cases, significantly reduceeffective percentage of clay differences were around
20–30% of those found for z0 and SWC. this error. This is particularly true for those para-

meters which relate to the fluxes independently ofIn reality, soil-surface water content varies signi-
ficantly with time, depicting essentially a diurnal the atmospheric stability, e.g., LAI and soil water

content. However, finding a non-linear functioncycle pattern. When there is no precipitation, this

parameter is affected by evaporation and percola- for the roughness length, which has a different
impact on the surface heat fluxes under stabletion, and it inherits the diurnal pattern of evapora-
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Table 7. Mean (m) and standard deviation (s) ofand unstable atmospheric conditions, is more
diVerences between aggregated and averagedcomplicated.
estimations of sensible heat fluxes (SHF), latentSeveral authors (Noilhan and Lacarrere (1995))
heat fluxes (L HF) and radiative fluxes (RF) calcu-have demonstrated, using field datasets, the valid-
lated with diVerent distributions (1–6, Fig. 1) andity of the effective parameters approach to com-
diVerent interpolating functions (A — linear, E —pute surface heat fluxes. Such validations,
logarithmic) for roughness lengthhowever, are restricted to the particular conditions

of the site under study. We have shown here that
PDF mA

z
0

sA
z
0

mE
z
0

sE
z
0

significant differences appear, however, in the aca-
demic case of the Dirac’s delta distribution, which

SHF 1 −36.6 43.0 −32.5 35.9
attempts to estimate the theoretical upper limit 2 −9.3 11.7 −8.2 9.8
for differences between both computations. Some 3 −0.3 2.2 −0.2 2.2

4 −0.3 2.1 −0.2 2.1atmospheric conditions, represented by points in
5 −2.6 3.2 −1.7 2.2Fig. 3, result to be more sensitive than others to
6 −1.8 3.8 −1.5 3.4the procedure for computing surface heat fluxes.

LHF 1 20.2 31.5 17.7 25.6While the type of aggregating function used for
2 5.3 8.6 4.6 7.2the various parameters is typically independent of
3 0.2 1.3 0.1 1.2the magnitude of the surface fluxes, it is neverthe-
4 0.2 1.4 0.2 1.3

less important to calibrate these functions under
5 1.5 2.8 1.0 2.8

those environmental conditions resulting in strong 6 1.1 2.6 0.9 2.3
heat fluxes (e.g., high solar radiation). This is

RF 1 16.2 16.8 14.6 14.6
because the non-linear effects then become more

2 4.1 4.5 3.6 4.0
important. 3 0.1 1.3 0.1 1.2

It could be interesting to reproduce some of the 4 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.8
experiments performed here with different soil– 5 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.7

6 0.7 1.6 0.6 1.6vegetation–atmosphere transfer (SVAT) schemes.
Probably, SVAT schemes based on the same gen-

The ground was covered with vegetation. Units areeral concepts (namely, conservation of heat and
W m−2.

water at the ground surface) would supply similar

results to those here obtained. Details of the
studied in this work (more distributions not shown

various parameterizations of the SVAT schemes
here confirm this point), being the upper limit for

processes, which make the difference between the
differences the extreme case of the double Dirac’s

various schemes (e.g., stomatal conductance, soil
delta distribution. Third, these systematic differ-

heat flux, etc.) seem not to have a direct impact
ences can be corrected using non-linear functions

on the aggregation process.
to aggregate parameters.

Further studies are intended for a follow-up

work based on observational datasets (Cabauw,

HAPEX-MOBILHY, etc.) to benefit from a self 7. Acknowledgments
consistent atmospheric forcing. Long term runs
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